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From Virtual Vehicle to All-Electric Off-Road UTV in Less Than a Year

Going Green with an All-Electric Utility Task Vehicle

Vanderhall Motor Works’ Brawley™ is an all-electric utility task vehicle (UTV). Also known as side-by-sides, UTVs are off-road vehicles popular with recreational users, farmers, and hunters. With 303 horsepower and a 140-mile driving range, the Brawley is designed to give users a powerful yet environmentally friendly ride over sand dunes and rocky terrain.

The Vanderhall team faced its own bumps and obstacles when it started its design process. Vanderhall’s conventional gasoline-powered vehicles were based on a General Motors® powertrain. The engineers started by swapping the internal combustion engine with another vendor’s electric powertrain hardware and software. Although EV powertrains are simpler with fewer components—just the battery, inverter, and electric motor—integrating the separate systems did not work out as the engineers anticipated.

“We needed the electric powertrain to communicate with all the other modules and controls from General Motors, such as the power steering and the anti-lock brakes,” says Christopher Johnson, CTO of Vanderhall. “None of the components communicated well. We ended up with a vehicle that was hard to drive.”
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✓ FAST – Time To Market
✓ Hardware independent simulations
✓ Easy To Use-Reuse
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Explore all options:
1. Check HW and SW setup
2. Check this model setup
3. Generate Code, Build & Deploy on EVB
4. Open the FreeMASTER project

Initialization:
- Initialize

Device_Init

System Initialize
- MBD_State
- MBD_Event

Actions:
- Hardware Interrupt Callback
  - Peripheral: DMA
  - Interrupt All_ISR
  - IRQ Handler
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ADDITONAL RESOURCES & SUPPORT

MBDT Beginner's Guide

W1: MBDT Introduction
W2: How-To SPI
W3: How-To CAN
W4: How-To PWM
W5: How-To LIN
W6: How-To PIL
W7: How-To Timers

Co-hosted Webinars
Motor Control: S32K
Motor Control: i.MX RT
Motor Control: BLDC/PMSM
Motor Control: Design Application
Code Generation and Verification
Speed Up Applications
Development with MBDT
AUTOSAR SW on S32K1/MPC
AUTOSAR SW on S32K3
Deploying BMS algorithm on S32K1
Deploying Deep Learning SOC algorithm on S32K3
Vision
FreeMASTER

PMSM Control Workshop
Course Main Page
M1: Environment Setup
M2: PMSM and FOC
M3: System Partitioning
M4: PWM Modulation
M5: V/f Scalar Control
M6: Current Sensing
M7: Torque Control
M8: Speed Control
M9: Position Observer
M10: Sensorless Speed Control

BLDC Control Workshop
Course Main Page
1. Introduction
2. Application Partitioning
3. Input Commands
4. BLDC Motor Theory
5. Hall Sensors
6. Commutation
7. Commutation Algorithm
8. Power Stage Config
9. Open Loop Control
10. Speed Estimator
11. Closed Loop Control
12. Motor Control System
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